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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

Infinite Campus Releases Enhanced Learning Management 
System 
August 14, 2017 – Blaine, Minn. – Infinite Campus, the most trusted name in student information, is 
excited to announce the release of Campus Learning, a learning management system (LMS) connecting 
teachers to new, powerful tools for digital learning.  

Campus Learning was created to support teachers with exceptional instructional options while providing 
administrators with visibility. A few of the new features include:  

• Enhanced functionality to the Assignment Tool, allowing teachers to create quick online 
assessments to measure student understanding, manage online discussions and collect work 
electronically; 

• The addition of cloud integration allows teacher to send and receive files from Google Drive and 
Microsoft OneDrive; 

• LTI and OneRoster integration to connect students to digital resources such as Naiku and Khan 
Academy, as well as Schoology, itslearning, Microsoft Class Notebook and more. 

Since the Campus Student Information System is fully integrated, Campus Learning’s features are linked 
to the Grade Book, the online student and parent portals, and district student records, thereby improving 
access for students and productivity for teachers and district employees. 

“With its embedded LMS functionality, access to third-party learning tools, and unparalleled administrative 
control, Infinite Campus is the all-of-the-above solution,” said Charlie Kratsch, CEO and Founder of 
Infinite Campus.  

A free trial of Campus Learning will be provided to all Campus customers for the 2017-18 school year. 

Campus Learning is an enhancement to Campus Instruction, which is included in a district’s license at no 
additional charge. Campus Instruction includes more than 20 administrative features including Curriculum 
planning and Grade Book functionality. 

For more information, please visit infinitecampus.com/campuslearning or contact your client executive. 

About Infinite Campus 
As the most trusted name in student information, Infinite Campus manages 7.8 million students in 45 
states. For more than 20 years, Infinite Campus has successfully implemented its solutions for customers 
of all sizes, from those with fewer than 100 students to those with more than 600,000 students. Infinite 
Campus customers include school districts, regional consortia, state departments of education and the 
federal government. www.infinitecampus.com  
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